
Trusted: 10 years connecting fleets.

Flexible: clients choose additional

sensors and apps, thus shaping prices.    

Large-scale: 10,000 connected assets

for 500 corporate clients.

Developing: providing custom software

for every task, business, and niche. 

Comprehensive: 300+ monitoring

parameters to control and report on.
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Fleet management

Video surveillance

Driver assessment

delivery monitoring

Planning and tracking. KLOUDIP automates goods

distribution between vehicles, optimizes routes, and

provides drivers with handy navigation.  

Temperature and humidity monitoring. The system

traces storage and transportation of heat-sensitive

goods. The system alerts clients of any deviations

to prevent cargo and financial losses. 

Door opening detection. Cargo remains safe with

KLOUDIP preventing unauthorized access to

transported goods.



Real-time monitoring and analytics by KLOUDIP

enhance the fleet performance, cargo safety, drivers

discipline, and maintenance quality.  

Fuel control module allows calculating fuel

consumption in vehicles, machinery, generators, and

dispensers. You detect any type of fuel misuse and

control the whole cycle of fuel distribution from

filling stations to vehicles.

Security solutions promote cargo, vehicle, and

human safety. In case of emergency, the system

detects their precise location and enables real-time

tracking to the point of recovery.

KLOUDIP combines GPS tracking and video

surveillance in one platform. The solution reduces

accident rates, increases fuel economy, and

improves road safety.

Track and watch. View videos from your vehicles and

production sites on a laptop screen.

Enforce analytics with visuals. Generate reports

with event time, location, and video.

Discipline drivers. Watch employees driving and help

them become better. 

The solution to control driving style and ensure safer

operations for each vehicle in a fleet.

Company-specific assessment model. Custom

violation criteria for each vehicle or department.

Motivate or penalize. Rank drivers and driver teams

based on penalty points and keep in check of those

fast and furious. 

Extend the fleet service life. Look over head gasket,

brake pads, clutch, springs, drive shaft – these car

structures will last longer among careful drivers.

Fleet management

Video surveillance

Driver assessment


